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Abstract
This paper studies how shipping forecasts are constructed and shaped. A pilot corpus of ten shipping forecasts issued by the Met 
Office, on behalf of the maritime and Coastguard Agency, and broadcast by BBC Radio 4 has been collected for this purpose and
examined in terms of its rhetorical structure. Adopting a genre-centred approach and making use of Swales’s (1990) terminology, 
shipping forecasts are analysed and structured into a number of moves and steps. Findings are expected to help linguist 
researchers to gain knowledge of the textual organisation of shipping forecasts as a very particular type of oral discourse within 
the professions, and also, to provide maritime English teachers with genre-based tools that may contribute to enhance their 
teaching practices in maritime English classrooms.
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1. Introduction
Shipping forecasts are weather forecasts for seafarers issued by meteorological offices (or Met Offices) around 
the world. As language plays here a relevant and essential role, they may be regarded as an example of 
“communicative event” (in the terms explained by Swales, 1990) that falls within the scope of the distinctively 
labelled genre “nautical English” or “English for navigation and maritime communications” – one of the five sub-
varieties subsumed under the branch “maritime English” (Bocanegra-Valle, 2013). 
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In the United Kingdom shipping forecasts are broadcast by BBC Radio 4 on behalf of the Maritime and 
Coastguard Agency (MCA), who is responsible for the provision of maritime safety information to ships at sea. As 
detailed in the Met Office’s (2013) website, weather bulletins for shipping are broadcast four times a day: 0048 and 
0520 hours (both on FM and long wave), and 1201 and 1754 hours (on long wave only). 
The BBC forecasts are something of an institution in the UK and have been routinely broadcast at the same times 
of day, every day of the year, since 1924.† And even British scientists would agree that its “solemn, rhythmic 
intonation (…) is as familiar (…) as the sound of Big Ben chiming the hour. Since its first broadcast in the 1920s it 
has inspired poems and songs in addition to its intended objective of warning generations of seafarers of impending 
storms and gales” (Connelly, 2004: 1).
Shipping forecasts offer “a survey of weather conditions that may be expected in certain places, sea areas and in 
vicinities of coastal stations within the next 24 hours” (Van Kluijven, 2003: 312). They are an example of oral 
discourse that takes place within a profession: seafarers of all kinds (be they mariners, fishermen or skippers) are 
required to fully understand the weather conditions and visibility of the area they are navigating for a safe and 
successful passage. However, shipping forecasts may not be fully defined within the scope of “professional 
discourse” as depicted by Gunnarson (2009) – e.g. the statement that “professional discourse is often a part of a 
socially organized and structured set of activities within a workplace unit” (Gunnarson, 2009: 8) does not apply in 
this case. 
The types and features of the oral discourse that prevail among particular professional communities have been 
scarcely acknowledged and research is very limited due to the difficulties in gaining access to authentic workplace 
communicative encounters and gathering oral data. In the particular case of maritime English, there have been some 
studies that aim to describe in depth the speech that takes place at sea between ships and between ships and coastal 
services (Bocanegra-Valle, 2010; Johnson, 1995, 1999; Pritchard & Kalogjera, 2000); however, these are limited to 
the scope of VHF bridge/shore communications and, as such, do not include the kind of notifications on weather 
conditions for information purposes that lie at the heart of shipping forecasts. 
To this author’s knowledge, shipping forecasts have not so far been the object of any kind of linguistic research. 
This paper is, thus, a first attempt to the study of how shipping forecasts are constructed and shaped. Adopting a 
genre-centred approach and making use of Swales’s (1990) terminology, a pilot corpus of ten shipping forecasts has 
been analysed and structured into a number of moves and steps. The details of the corpus, the research method and a 
discussion of the findings are contained in the next sections.
2. Corpus and research method
A pilot corpus of ten shipping forecasts issued by the United Kingdom Met Office, on behalf of the Maritime and 
Coastguard Agency, and broadcast by BBC Radio 4 has been collected for this purpose and examined in terms of its 
rhetorical structure. The pilot forecasts were gathered along the month of January 2015 and at different times of the 
day: days 19, 21, 25, and 29 for forecasts issued at 04:05 hours; days 18, 20, and 27 for forecasts issued at 10:30 
hours; and days 22, 26, and 30 for forecasts issued at 16:25 hours GMT.
Radio bulletins were accessed on line (see BBC Radio 4’s website at: < 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qfvv>) as all episodes are available on demand via BBC iplayer radio. Texts 
for those ten particular forecasts were also gathered from the BBC’s website 
(<http://www.bbc.com/weather/coast_and_sea/shipping_forecast#area-31>) and double-checked with those at the 
Met Office’s website. This Met site provides a link to a print text-only version which has facilitated the gathering 
process and the study of the texts (http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/public/weather/marine-shipping-
forecast/#?tab=map). As a way of example, Figure 1 shows the first lines of a shipping forecast. Their average 
length is 550 words and they take between four and eight minutes to be broadcast. As shall be seen, this depends on 
whether the fifth (optional) move has been included or not. 
† In Spain, shipping forecasts are issued by the National Institute of Meteorology and broadcast by Radio Nacional de España, Radio 5 three 
times a day.
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Shipping forecast
The shipping forecast issued by the Met Office, on behalf of the Maritime and Coastguard Agency, on Monday 
19 January 2015 at 0405 UTC
There are warnings of gales in Biscay, Trafalgar, Fitzroy, Sole, Fastnet, Shannon, Rockall, Bailey, Faeroes, and 
Southeast Iceland
The general synopsis at midnight
Low German Bight 1012 losing its identity by midnight tonight
The area forecasts for the next 24 hours
Viking, North Utsire, South Utsire, Northeast Forties
Variable 4, becoming easterly or southeasterly 5 to 7. Moderate or rough. Wintry showers. Good, occasionally 
poor
Southwest Forties, Cromarty, Forth, Tyne, West Dogger
Northerly or northwesterly 4 or 5, occasionally 6, becoming variable 3, then becoming southerly or 
southeasterly 4 or 5 later. Moderate or rough, becoming slight in east Cromarty and east Forth. Wintry showers. 
Good, occasionally poor
[…]
Fig. 1. Extract (beginning) of a shipping forecast.
3. Results and discussion
As a communicative event, shipping forecasts serve a clear communicative purpose: to warn seafarers of weather 
conditions in a particular area so as to ensure a safe passage at sea. This is achieved by a piece of discourse which is 
familiar to discourse participants – that is, seafarers comprising a “discourse community” in Swales’s (1990: 23) 
terms – and which holds a variety of historical and cultural associations – see again Connelly’s (2004) quote in the 
introduction. 
A general overview of the corpus shows that shipping forecasts consist of four main parts: gale summary, general 
synopsis, sea area forecast, and coastal station report. These, together with the presentation of the bulletin, point at 
five main moves that recurrently appear to structure the shipping forecast as an authentic communicative event for 
the seafaring profession:
x Move 1: It introduces the weather bulletin by stating the time and date of the broadcast, and any warnings if 
applicable.
x Move 2: It provides information on the latest gale warnings in force for target sea areas.‡
x Move 3: It provides a general overview about barometric pressure, position and movement of low pressure 
(depression) or high pressure area (anti-cyclone). 
x Move 4: It provides information covering an area up to 12 miles offshore and details different conditions for 
target sea areas – i.e., wind direction, wind force, weather features and visibility.
‡ The waters around the British Isles are divided into 31 sea areas, each one holding a particular name: Bailey, Biscay, Cromarty, Dover, 
Dogger, Faeroes, Fair Isle, Fastnet, Fisher, Forth, Forties, German Bight, Hebrides, Humber, Irish Sea, Lundy, Malin, North Utsire, Fitzroy, 
Plymouth, Portland, Rockall, Shannon, Sole, South Utsire, Southeast Iceland, Thames, Trafalgar, Tyne, Viking, and  Wight.
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x Move 5 (optional): It includes the latest information on wind direction, wind force, weather conditions, visibility, 
atmospheric pressure and its tendency for about twenty coastal stations§ around the United Kingdom. Reports 
from coastal stations are only included in the extended shipping forecasts broadcast at 00:40 and 05:20 hours by 
BBC Radio 4.
Table 1. Moves, steps and discourse samples of shipping forecasts.
Move Step Discourse sample
Move 1: 
Introducing 
features
Step 1a: introducing the 
broadcast features
And now the shipping forecast issued by the 
Met Office at 1130 on Tuesday 04 February 
2014
Move 2: 
Stating gale
warnings
Step 2a: stating gale warnings There are warnings of gales in Viking, North 
Utsire, Thames, Dover and Plymouth
Move 3: 
Stating the 
general 
synopsis
Step 3a.: stating the time for 
the general synopsis
The general synopsis at 0600 
Step 3b: stating the features of 
the low or high system
Low Viking 971 expected 250 miles 
northeast of North Utsire 980 by 0600 
tomorrow.
Move 4: 
Stating the sea
area forecast
Step 4a: stating the name of the 
sea area
Fisher
Step 4b: stating wind direction 
and force
Southwest 5 decreasing cyclonic 4
Step 4c: stating weather 
conditions
Showers
Step 4d: stating visibility Good
Move 5: 
Reporting for 
coastal stations
(optional)
Step 5a: stating the name of the 
coastal station
Tyne
Step 5b: stating wind direction 
and force
Wind west force 2
Step 5c: stating weather 
conditions
Mist followed by fog
Step 5d: stating range of 
visibility
16 miles
Step 5e: stating atmospheric 
pressure
1015 millibars
Step 5f: stating the tendency of 
the atmospheric pressure
Falling
Each of these five moves includes a number of steps depending on the information provided. Table 1 contains 
information about the different moves and steps found, and illustrates each of these with discourse samples from the 
§ There are 21 coastal stations. These are, in alphabetic order: Aberdeen, Aberporth, Boulmer, Bridlington, Greenwich Light Vessel, Jersey,
Lerwick, Leuchars, Liverpool Crosby, Machrihanish, Malin Head, Milford Haven, Ronaldsway, Sandettie Light Vessel, Scilly, St. Catherine’s 
Point, Stornoway, Tiree, Valentia, Valley, and Wick.
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pilot corpus. As can be seen, moves 1 to 4 always appear in the bulletins; move 5, however, seems to be optionally 
broadcast depending on the radio time allotted. Also, move 5 is never included in the written texts provided by the 
Met office via its website.
Move 1 contains one step which introduces the issuing time and date of the broadcast. As explained above, only 
four variations of times are expected given that the bulletin is broadcast four times a day. Move 2 also contains one 
step and it relates to the notification of gales** in particular areas. Move 3 contains two steps to state (a) the time for 
the general synopsis, and (b) the characteristics of high and low systems. Move 4 contains four steps that state: (a) 
the name of the sea area; (b) the direction and force of the wind; (c) the particular weather conditions; (d) the current 
visibility conditions. Last, move 5 contains a report for coastal stations with six distinct steps that state: (a) its name; 
(b) the direction and force of the wind; (c) the weather conditions around the station; (d) the range of visibility in 
nautical miles; (e) the current atmospheric pressure in millibars; and (f) the behaviour or tendency of such pressure 
for the forthcoming hours.
4. Conclusion
The main findings from this pilot study suggest that shipping forecasts are rather straightforward and highly 
conventionalized texts. They show a characteristic rhetoric structure of five moves and fourteen steps, and 
specialized terms recurrently appear in different combinations. This circumstance is particularly valuable in the 
maritime English classroom because the conventionalized form of professional discourse assists in planning a lesson 
and designing materials; but most importantly, it facilitates teaching and helps students to learn “how to 
communicate in a professionally appropriate way” (Gunnarson, 2009: 7) – in this particular case, to listen effectively 
to weather information for a ship’s safe passage.
Findings are expected to help linguist researchers to gain knowledge of the textual organisation of shipping 
forecasts as a very particular type of oral discourse within the professions, and also, to provide maritime English 
teachers with genre-based tools that may contribute to enhance their teaching practices in maritime English 
classrooms. Together with this, a more detailed study of the grammatical structures and the particular terminology 
employed for each move and step would serve to enhance these findings and add to our knowledge of maritime 
English specialised discourse (particularly that of English for navigation and maritime communications), its main 
features and how it is used within the profession. 
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